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OPTIMAL ON-LINE COLORING OF CIRCULAR ARC GRAPHS (*)
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(*)

Communicated by W. RYTTER

Abstract. - We show that a certain optimal on-line coloring algorithmfor interval graphs given
independently by Kierstead and Slusarek can be applied to a wider class of circular arc graphs.
We prove that the compétitive ratio ofthe algorithm is equal to 3 which improves a previous resuit
by Marathe, Hunt and Ravi.
Résumé. - Nous montrons qu 'un certain algorithme de coloriage optimal on-line pour les graphes
d'intervalles donné indépendamment par Kierstead et Slusarek, peut être appliqué à une classe plus
large de graphes circulaires d'arcs. Nous montrons que l'efficacité de l'algorithme (rapport entre le
nombre de couleurs utilisées dans l'algorithme et dans l'algorithme optimal) est 3, ce qui améliore
un résultat précédent de Marathe, Hunt et Ravi.

1. INTRODUCTION

Assume that a finite family F = (Ai, . . . , An) of closed arcs on a unit
circle is given. By a circular arc graph représentée! by F we mean an
undirected graph G (F) — (V, E) where the set of vertices V is equal to
F and two arcs Ai, Aj are adjacent iff they intersect. We are concerned
with a well known problem of graph coloring, and the class of circular arc
graphs is of particular interest. A coloring of a graph is a function which
assigns to each vertex a positive integer (color) in such a way that every two
adjacent vertices are assigned different colors. The coloring problem consists
in finding a coloring which uses the smallest possible numbers of colors.
While the gênerai version of coloring problem is widely known to be
NP-hard, for certain classes of graphs it is not difficult. In particular coloring
of the class of circular arc graphs is also NP-hard [2], but is polynomial for a
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subclass of interval graphs. An interval graph is formed in the same way as
a circular are graph but instead of arcs we have closed intervals on the real
line. It is easy to observe that when there exists a point on a circle which is
not covered by any arc from a family F then G (F) is an interval graph.
On-line coloring of a graph is a version of the coloring problem in which
we impose restrictions on the class of algorithms considered. The input to
the coloring algorithm .A is a séquence of vertices vi, . . . , vn. We say that
A colors the vertices on-line if for each i it assigns a color to v% before
Vï+i, . . . , vn are input. In other words, when V{ is being colored A is given
only the induced subgraph generated by v\, . . . , v{. Of course, once assigned
the color cannot be changed later on. The efficiency of the algorithm, called
the compétitive ratio, is measured in terms of a ratio of the number of
colors used over the optimal (in usual off-line sensé) number of colors (the
worst-case ratio).
For interval graphs it has been shown that there exists an on-line algorithm
achieving compétitive ratio of 3 and that it is the best possible [1, 3, 4, 6],
Since interval graphs form a subclass of circular arc graphs, the lower bound
for on-line coloring of the former holds also for the latter.
As concerns the upper bound so far the best resuit was given in [5]. Using
that approach one starts by choosing any point x on the circle. Then the
arcs are processed one by one. Those which contain x are colored using
fîrst-fit, the others are dealt with by an optimal coloring algorithm for interval
graphs, using separate set of colors. Since first-fit for the overlapping arcs
uses one distinct color for each arc and the optimal coloring of the rest is
3-competitive it is not hard to see that the method has compétitive ratio of 4.
In this paper we show that the on-line interval coloring algorithm from
[3, 6] can be also used to properly color circular arcs and that its compétitive
ratio remains the same - namely 3. In other words, the best achievable
efficiency of on-line coloring is the same for arcs and intervais. This
contrasts with the off-line versions for which there is a huge gap between
the complexities: polynomial for intervais and NP-hard for arcs.
2. THE COLORING ALGORITHM
For a given point x on the circle and a given family F of arcs by the
overlap set of x in respect to F (in short: overlap at x) we mean the set of
arcs from F containing x, and by r (x/F) we dénote the number of arcs in
this set. For any set X of points on the circle and a family F of arcs dénote
r{X/F) =
xGX
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By r m a x (F) the maximal overlap size in F is denoted. As usual, 7 (F)
stands for the chromatic number of F, that is the minimal number of colors
needed to color ail arcs of F (in a standard off-line sensé). Since each overlap
set is a clique (the opposite is not true) it is obvious that 7 (F) > r m a x (F),
For any coloring algorithm A (off-line or on-line) by A (F) we dénote the
number of colors used by A on F .
Algorithm COLOR described below colors on-line a family of arcs
F = {Ai, . . . , A n } . By a color of an arc A we mean a pair of
integers: a shelf number (nonnegative) and a level number (positive), denoted
respectively sh{A) and lv(A). For i = 0, 1, ... a shelf Shi is defined as
a subfamily of F consisting of ail those arcs which have been assigned the
same shelf number, namely i.
The algorithm tries to spread the incoming arcs evenly among the shelves
in such a way that maximal overlap on a shelf is small. More precisely, for
a given arc A it looks for a shelf with lowest possible number i such that
maximal overlap along A in respect to the sum of the contents of shelves
S7&0, . . . , Shi does not exceed i. Having found such a shelf COLOR assigns
to A the lowest possible level, on the first-fit principle.
Algorithm COLOR
Input: A séquence of circular arcs F = (Ai, ..., An)
Output: For each arc A a valid color in the fonn (sh(A),
begin
For each i set Shi - 0;
repeat
read next arc A; set i = 0;
while r [A/Sh0 U ... U Shi) > i do
set i = i + 1;

lv(A))

set 1 = 1;
while exists Al e Shi s.t. Iv (A1) = l and A n A' ^ 0 do
set / = l + 1;
set
Shi = 5/ti U {X}, sh(A) = i; lv(A) = l
until end of input
end

For a sample output of the algorithm see Figure 1.
3. ANALYSIS OF THE ALGORITHM

For the analysis of algorithm COLOR we need notation for spécification
of overlap sizes in respect to sums of shelves contents at the time when are
vol. 29, n° 5, 1995
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Figure 1. - Sample output of algorithm COLOR

Aj is being colored. By Fj we dénote the subfamily {Ai, . . . , Aj-i } of
all arcs colored before Aj and by T{ a subfamily of F consisting of all arcs
put onto shelves Sh$, ..., Shi after completion of the algorithm. Thus, for
example, an expression like this:
describes the maximum overlap size along Aj in respect to the sum of the
shelves STio, . . . , Shi just at the moment when algorithm COLOR starts
to color Aj.
LEMMA

1: If p < q then for each i
r (Ap/Fp H Ti) < r (Ap/Fq n T-).

Proof: Obvious since Fp Ç Fq,
2: If for some p ^
— sh(Aq) — i then

LEMMA

sh{Ap)

D
q and i > 0, Ap n Aq

r (Ap n Aq/FmSLx{p^q)

n Ti-i)

^

0 and

<i-l.

Observe that Ap n Aq can be treated as a family consisting of one or two
arcs - the second case happens when Ap and Aq cover the whole circle.
Intuitively, if two overlapping arcs have been put onto the same shelf
Shi then it is not their intersection part(s) which caused them not to be put
onto some lower shelf.
Proof: Let p < q and assume that
r (A p n Aq/Fq n 7î_i) > i - 1.
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Then, since Ap G Sh% and Aq is colored later than Ap, it must be
r(Apr\Aq/FqnTi) >i
which contradicts Aq G Shi. D
Remark: Observe that on the same assumptions as in Lemma 2, if p < q
then Fp Ç Fq and from Lemma 1 it follows that also
r (Ap H V^min(p,«) n î î _ i ) < i - 1.
3: For each i, if Ap, Aq G 5/ii, p ^ q, then neither Ap Ç A g
Aq Ç A p .

LEMMA

/* For i — 0 the thesis is obvious. Let i > 0 and assume that for
p yé q, sh (Ap) ~ sh (Aq) = i and Ap Ç Aq. If p > q then from Lemma 2
If j? < q then we apply Lemma 2 and Lemma 1 which yields the same
inequality. However, as a resuit of this inequality, arc Ap must have been
put onto Shj for some j < i which is a contradiction. D
LEMMA 4: For each i the largest level used in Shi is not greater than 3.
In Sho only one level is used.

Proof: The lemma is obvious for Sho. Fix i > 0 and assume that some
arc Aj has been put on level 4 of Shi.
From the first-fit property it follows that Aj has nonempty intersection
with at least three arcs on Shi which are colored 1, 2 and 3. From Lemma 3
none of them can be fully contained in Aj, hence at least two of them must
overlap one of the endpoints of Aj - assume it is the clockwise endpoint.
Dénote this endpoint by j3j and these two arcs by A^ and A/. Without loss
of generality assume that A* spans a shorter length counterclockwise from
/3j than Ai does. This situation is depicted in Figure 2.
Now apply Lemma 2 to Aj and A(. We obtain:
r (Aj n A / / F m a x 0 - 0 n r,_i) < i - i.
Analogously for Ai and A&,
r (Ai n Ak/Fm3Lx(l,k)
Hence, as Ai — (Ai n Ak) U (AjilAi)
we get
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Ak
Figure 2. - Three overlapping arcs on a single shelf.

in which case algorithm COLOR puts Ai on a shelf with a smaller number
than i which is a contradiction and finishes the proof. D
LEMMA 5: The number of shelves used by algorithm COLOR on a family
F of circular arcs does not exceed r m a x (F).

Proof: Consider any arc Aj which has been put onto the topmost shelf
i. From the algorithm properties it follows that

Hence for some x G Aj it must be
r{x/F3+i) >i.
Therefore,

as the shelves are numbered from
i + l. D
From the last two lemmata the main resuit follows:

0,

we have

THEOREM 6: The number ofcolors used by algorithm COLOR on any family
F of circular arcs does not exceed 3 r m a x (F) — 2. D
This way we have proved that any circular arc graph G can be colored
on-line with no more than 3j(G) - 2 colors, or in other words, that there
exists a 3-competitive on-line coloring strategy for such gaphs.
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